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QUESTION 1

Assuming conversation is the custom component SDK handle, which two code statements are valid to access the order
and userAccount input parameters of the custom component? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which property in system.ResolveEntities, when set to true, enables a temporary transition from the entity matching
performed by this component to a state in which you may decide to call a custom component? 

A. transitionMatch 

B. transitionBeforeMatch 

C. transitionAfterMatch 

D. There is no such property, because this component is a closed system. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

Which two features of Oracle Digital Assistant should you use to allow a skill to specifically classify the user message
"What\\'s my balance in savings?" and to identify the type of account? 

A. an entity that defines account types (with values such as "checking" or "savings") 

B. an intent that is been trained with utterances such as "check balance", "What is my current balance?", and "How
much money do I have?" 

C. an input form rendered by a webview that is hosted within a Digital Assistant 

D. dialog flows with a system.Text component to read the user input 

E. a resource bundle populated with phrases such as "check balance", "What is my current balance?", and "How much
money do I have?" 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 4

You install Oracle Bost Node SDK from GitHub to develop a new custom component service. Which command, when
issued on a command line or terminal window, creates a new custom component service project in the current
directory? 

A. bots-node-sdk service 

B. bots-node-sdk service init 

C. bots-node-sdknpm install 

D. bots-node-sdkinit 

Correct Answer: D 

Create the Custom Component Package Use the SDK\\'s command line interface (CLI) to create the necessary files and
directory structure. To create the package folder, and the necessary contents, type the following command in a terminal
window: bots-node-sdkinit 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/digital-assistant/doc/backend-integration1.html 

 

QUESTION 5

When a user interacts with one skill within a digital assistant but then enters input that may be relevant to another skill,
the digital assistant generally presents users a prompt to confirm whether they really want to switch to the other skill,
even if the input is completely irrelevant to the current skill. How can you reduce the frequency with which the user
encounters these confirmation prompts in a digital assistant? 

A. In the dialog assistant, reduce the value of the Confidence Win Margin setting. 

B. In each skill, reduce the value of the Confidence Win Margin setting. 
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C. In the digital assistant, reduce the value of the Interrupt Prompt Confidence Threshold setting. 

D. In the digital assistant, add more utterances for the unresoivedintent system intent. 

Correct Answer: D 
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